Docdb Primer
The entry page url of our DocDB is microboone-docdb.fnal.gov.
Public or Private Access
The data-base has a basic upper level of defining its documents. Documents are either
public which means anyone on the web can see them, or documents are private which
means only people logging in to our DocDB with a username and password can see them.
The selection for public access, or for private access, is made on the entry page shown in
Figure 1.
In addition, there are different levels of private, each one corresponding to a different
username and password. YOU CHOOSE which private-access level you want when you log
in, by using one or another username. For all documents internal to the collaboration, use
the uboone username. When we have Director’s Reviews or DOE Reviews, we are required
to provide the review committee access to some documents, and we have the reviewer
username for this purpose. Some of our Project documents are under a formal
“configuration control”, meaning all modifications conform to guidelines for review and
approval by the project managers, and we have the ubpm username for this purpose. The
database administrators have their own username, which allows them access to tools to
modify the database configuration.

Figure 1: DocDB Home page at http://microboone-docdb.fnal.gov/

You must ask someone on MicroBooNE for the passwords corresponding to a given
username.
Which documents you are allowed to search for and view depends entirely on how you
enter the DocDB in this first step.

DocDB Home Page
The home page is shown in Figure 2 below

Figure 2 The DocDB Home Page

The top link Create or Change documents or other information is what you choose
to change or add anything to DocDB – a document or an Event, or meta-information
describing these. More details further below.
The rest of the Home Page holds links which are used to find a document.
The links with the Search and Show buttons are fairly self-evident. The Search utility is
not explored here (please explore it yourself). Use Show MicroBooNE-doc-# if you know
the unique ID number of a document; it will bring up that document’s page (you do not
need to also enter the version number). Use Show documents modified within the last N
days for a quick way to find a document which you know was entered or updated recently.
At the bottom of the Home Page is a list of all documents entered or modified during the
past 7 days.
Use the Calendar of events link to find a scheduled event (meeting), and from there to
the event’s page which will list an agenda and associated presentations. Details further
below.
You can use the links under List: to search for documents based on the Author, Topics
or Events (Keywords and Groups are not utilized in any consistent manner). Clicking on
one of those brings up a page which lists all the Authors or Topics or Events currently
defined in the database. Clicking in turn on, for example, an author’s name will bring up a
list of every document tagged with that author. Clicking on a Topic will bring up a list of
every document tagged with that Topic.

Adding an Author
Anyone who logs into the DocDB with a username can add a new Author. There are
two links to the Add Author page. One is circled in Figure 3 below, which shows the
Authors page which lists all authors. A second is pointed to in Figure 4 on the Document
Modifications page.

Figure 3 – the Authors Page

When you add a new Author, you also provide the Author’s Institution, via a drop-list.
Adding a new Institution can only be done by the MicroBooNE DocDB administrators,
currently Cat James and Stephen Pordes – cjames@fnal.gov & stephen@fnal.gov, so contact
them if this is needed. There is an author named “uB Collaboration” for documents to
which all contribute. There is an author “Other” which can be used when nothing else
applies or can be used temporarily and updated later.
Adding Topics or Event Types
Only the MicroBooNE DocDB administrators can add/modify the Topics list or the list
of Event types. Contact them to make these changes.
Adding or Updating Docs or Events
Use the top link on the DocDB Home page Create or Change documents or other
information to add something to the DocDB. If you are adding a presentation to an
existing Event, then you may want to also see the section Upload Document to an Event,
below.
Clicking on the Create or Change documents link will take you to the page shown in
Figure 4 . There are a variety of selections on this page. Most frequently used is the first

button, Create a new document from files on your local computer. But you can also reserve
a document number without uploading a file, and you can update an existing document, or
Add Files to an existing document. The button Update DB Info is used to modify only the
meta-data associated with an existing document (Author, Topic) and not the document
itself.

Figure 4 – page used for adding/modifying documents and events

New Document Entry Form
Clicking on the Create a new button will take you to the entry form page. There are a
lot of things to select and fill in; the items comprise the meta-data which the database uses
to file and cross-reference the document with. The meta-data is also used when generating
the web page for the document – the Title and Abstract for example. Any form entry with
an asterisk is required. You are allowed to select multiple items in the drop-lists (Author,
Topics, View, Modify) by using CTRL-Click or APPLE-Click.
Steps through the entry form, also outlined on Figure 5
1. Enter a Title for your document. This will become the header on
2. Enter an Abstract. This can be as long or short a description as you wish. It will be
displayed at the top of the document’s page.
3. Skip the Keywords. We do not use them.
4. An entry for Notes and Changes is not required for a new Doc, but is required when
updating an existing Doc.
5. Local File Upload is the next section. Each pair of entry lines is for one file; the first
line with the Browse button is for the file’s path-filename, the second Description is
text you enter as a very brief description – this is not necessarily the filename
‘my_doc.pdf’ but it can be. You may want a more descriptive title, or a label like
“PDF” and “PPT” when you have both of these in a single document By default 3

pairs of these lines are present, for entering up to 3 files for this document. If you
specified on the previous page that your document used 6 files, then there will be 6
pairs of lines. If you don’t have enough file-entry lines, just go ahead and upload one
or two, and after this form is submitted, you can Add Files. The Main? checkbox
should be selected for a single file, and in most cases for every file if the document
contains multiple files. If you unclick Main?, then when one of the files in the
document is updated, you will be required to update all the other files, even if they
have not been changed.
6. Next you must select the Document Type. You can select only one. If you are
uploading a presentation given in a collaboration or a Working Group meeting, then
the type is Internal Presentation.
7. Next select both the Submitter (you) and the Author(s). Ctrl-click (or your platform
equivalent) to select multiple authors.
8. Next select the security for the document, based on the DocDB access level. View
sets who can see and download the document, and Modify sets who can update the
document. Public is everyone on the web, uboone is everyone on the list of authors
in our DocDB. In general select uboone for both. Please DO NOT SELECT docdbadm
– this is a person in computing division who administers all the DocDBs – it is not
anyone on the experiment.
9. Select as many Topics or Sub-topics you like, but you must select at least one; ctrlclick (or your platform equivalent) to select multiple items
10. Submit Document

Figure 5 – The Document Addition page, along the left side (and not shown in full) with
annotations on the key form entries

A Document’s Web Page
Figure 6 shows a document’s Web Page. The links under Files in Document opens the
file in the browser or downloads the file, depending upon the file type (right-click to
request download). It is a good habit to upload a PDF version for viewing online, along
with the original format file (ppt, open office, word) for others to edit, if you wish to
provide that ability.
The left-side box gives a thumbnail history of the document, and also has the buttons
for updating or adding files. The Update Document button will go to a form entry page very
similar to the one used to upload a new document. Every time a Doc is updated the DocDB
version number is automatically incremented. All earlier versions are saved and available,
and listed along the right-hand side of the page when present. The Update DB Info button
goes to an entry page where the meta-data can be modified, but the document itself is not
updated.
The box on the upper right shows who can View and Modify the document, via their
DocDB access level. These can be changed via the Update DB Info button. However this and
other changes can be performed only if the current setting matches YOUR access level. In
other words, if a document is modifiable only by ubpm, and you didn’t log in to the DocDB
using the ubpm username and password, then you won’t be allowed to modify the
document!

Figure 6 – Document’s Web Page

Existing Events
Many documents are associated with collaboration meetings or working group
meetings. In DocDB jargon, a meeting is an Event. Events have to be entered by someone
via a form entry page; some details further below.
The fastest method to find an existing Event is to use the DocDB Calendar, linked from
the DocDB Home Page and pointed to in Figure 2. This brings up a by-the-month calendar,
with Events shown as links in the day box when they occur. Links at the top of the calendar
scroll to previous and future months. If a meeting has been scheduled but doesn’t show up
in the DocDB Calendar, then no one entered an Event for it yet.
Clicking on the Event link on the calendar takes you to the web page for the Event. An
example Event page is shown in Figure 7 .

Figure 7 – an Event Page

An Event page is most useful when it includes ALL the pertinent location and
connection information – rooms and complete phone and video connection numbers. Once
an Event is created, these items can be modified using the Modify Agenda button.
If the Agenda was created, then speakers can use the Upload Document button to add
their presentation to the DocDB as a new document. The entry form is exactly like the one
for other new documents, except instead of you providing a Title, you choose the title from
a drop-list, which in turn gets the title from the Agenda (already entered). If your talk title
is not there, you can use the Modify Agenda button to add your Title to the agenda, submit
the modified agenda, and then use the Upload Document button – a multiple-step process.

Entering New Events
Setting up and modifying Events is where many people have trouble with the DocDB.
There are various reasons for this, but the main one is that successfully setting up an Event
takes multiple steps, via multiple form entry pages, as compared to entering a document
which generally takes a single step. Mistakes get made when one tries to set up an Event in
a single step.
The first step in entering a new event starts from the Document Modifications page
shown in Figure 4. Below the section for Document Management is a section for Event
Management. The first button, Create a new Event with Multiple sessions, is NOT what you
generally want for Working Group meetings. This button is used to create events which
span more than one day, or which have sessions with separate agendas, such as
Collaboration meetings. In DocDB jargon, each Session is a block of time with its own
Agenda, and may occur in parallel with other Sessions contained within the same Event.
In general one wants to use the second button, Create a new event with only one
session.
Whichever one of these you choose, you should first set up the Event (and Sessions) as
a single step. After the Event basics are defined, enter the Agenda(s) as a separate step, or
series of steps.
Step 1 – enter the Event basics: the Event name, type, date, time, location and
connection information. Also define the main sessions, IF this is a multi-session Event. Do
not attempt to fill in an Agenda.
Step 2 – the Event is defined, and has its own page. Go to that page and use the Modify
Agenda button to enter the Agenda.

